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 s we celebrate Legacy Day each year, we remember that we have been entrusted 

with a spiritual legacy which has been handed down to us by women of faith.  

 

As we reflect, we may wonder why those particular women were chosen from among 

their community members to undertake the outrageous journey into the frontier 

wilderness?  What qualities would have enabled those Sisters to leave the security inside 

convent walls and risk venturing into the unknown?  The women entrusted with this 

mission needed to be women of audacious courage and audacious faith. 

 

 These women responded out of an experience of what they perceived as a call 

from God and in response to a request coming from superiors whom they trusted for their 

welfare.  Sometimes, after their arrival in the missions, requests came from the Sisters 

themselves to their superiors when they realized there were unmet social and spiritual 

needs in the communities they were serving.  If you read the stories of these founding 

communities, their stories of courage and daring, of hardship which demanded “nerves of 

steel” and hearts of immense love, you are bound to be inspired.  

      

  What would these women of faith say to us today as we face similar challenges in 

a very different time and context?  Challenges like budget constraints, buildings in need 

of repair, high demands on clinical services and the challenges of continuing to be 

present to each person when energy and compassion are running low. They would, first 

of all, call us to a profound trust in God which would be deeply rooted in prayer.  

They would call us to honour the innate dignity of human persons imprinted with the 

love of God.  They would call us to Gospel values which we find most clearly expressed 

in the Beatitudes which we have just heard in today’s gospel reading. 
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 These women of faith would call us to continue their legacy of hospitality which 

is a basic quality of those who profess to follow Christ.  Again, from the gospel of 

Matthew:   “For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me 

drink, a stranger and you welcomed me, naked and you clothed me, ill and you 

cared for me, in prison and you visited me.” And in response to the question: 

“When did we see you in these events?” Jesus replies:  “whatever you did to one of 

these least brothers (or sisters) of mine, you did it to me.”

 

 It was this invitation to experience Christ,  in the most unlikely of places, through 

the care of the most vulnerable, the most unwanted, the most rejected and the most 

destitute to whom the Sisters responded through their many years of service. They 

spiritually experienced Christ in the sick, the suffering, the dying; in the pregnant, unwed 

mothers, in the abandoned elderly, the addicts, the prisoners, and the mentally ill.  All 

those whom society had either ignored, rejected or abandoned, this is where Christ told 

them He would be found.  They became nurses, teachers, midwives, social workers, 

visionaries and leaders. 

 

 These Sisters would remind us, today, of Jesus’ prayer as he anointed his 

disciples, as we read in John 15, calling us to live together as a community:    

“This is my commandment: love one another as I love you.  No one has greater love 

than to lay down one’s life for one’s friends.…… It was not you who chose me, but I 

who chose you and appointed you to go and bear fruit that will remain, so that 

whatever you ask the Father in my name he may give you.  This I command you: 

love one another.”
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Each day in so many different ways, invitations are extended to us to respond to 

this call from hearts rooted in the love of God.  Recently, a patient asked one of the 

chaplains, “What is prayer?”  An excellent question:  What is prayer?.... Is it not your 

very life, dedicated to God?  dedicated to service?........  There is a quote attributed to 

St. Francis of Assisi:  “Preach the Gospel and if necessary use words.”   

 

 For those who truly follow Christ, this is demanding and it is fulfilling.  If you do 

take this on, you may never be fully aware of, or realize all the fruits of your labors, yet 

no matter how small, God will grant them increase and they will endure, for they are part 

of something greater.   This demands a deeply rooted faith, a dedicated service and the 

inspiration of the women who have preceded us. 

  

We are indeed deeply blest to be part of an enduring legacy, the healing ministry 

of Jesus, as we respond to the needs of the most vulnerable and all those in need of our 

care.  May we respond wholeheartedly, with faith-filled love and with daring courage so 

that the love and sacrifice of those who have preceded us will not be lost.  As we respond, 

lives, including our own, will be transformed and the Presence of Christ will be made real 

among us. 

 

  

  

       

               

 

  


